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OSCILLATORY PROCESSES IN THE THEORY OF PARTICULATE
FORMATION IN SUPERSATURATED CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS*
DONALD S. COHEN" AND JAMES P. KEENER
Abstract. We study a nonlinear problem which occurs in the theory of particulate formation in
supersaturated chemical solutions. Mathematically, the problem involves the bifurcation of time-
periodic solutions in an initial-boundary value problem involving a nonlinear integro-differential
equation. The mechanism controlling the oscillatory states is revealed by combining the theory of
characteristics for first order partial differential equations with the multi-time scale perturbation
analysis of a certain third order system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations.
1. Introduction. This paper was stimulated by a nonlinear problem which
has recently arisen in the theory of particulate formation in supersaturated
chemical solutions. We shall treat it and some mathematical generalizations of
it here.
The specific problem which motivated our study is that of finding time-
periodic solutions of the nonlinear integro-differential equation
c3y 2 cy(1.1)
c3t x2y(x,t) dt cx +- y O, x > O, > O,
(1.2) y(0, t) [1/2 o x2y(x t)dx]" > O,
(1.3) y(x, O)= f(x), x >= O.
In 2 we shall derive this problem from the governing fundamental chemical
principles.
The key step in the analysis of this problem will be to obtain and analyze a
certain system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (the moment equations)
for the moment functions mk(t), k 1, 2, 3, defined by
(1.4) rn(t) . xy(x, t) dx.
The system of moment equations is obtained in 3 where its importance and use
will also be explained. The study of the moment equations led us to investigate
the following general system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations"
(1.5) dX_ PX + F,zAX -F g(X).dt
Here X is a three-component vector, P and A are constant matrices, g(X) is a
smooth nonlinear function containing no linear terms, and 0 < e << 1. In 4 we
analyze (1.5) specifically for oscillatory solutions. This is accomplished formally
by a multi-time scale perturbation method. Not only does this method produce
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the periodic solutions but the stability of the solutions is also immediately re-
solved without recourse to further techniques.
Finally, in 5 we investigate our main problem (1.1)-(1.3). By coupling our
theory of 3 and 4 with the theory of characteristics for first order partial dif-
ferential equations we are able to demonstrate the existence of periodic solutions
of (1.1)-(1.3) when p is increased slightly beyond its critical (or bifurcation) value
p*= 20. Furthermore, our multi-time scale perturbation analysis yields the
entire time history of the solution y(x, t) of (1.1)-(1.3) and its manner of approach
to the periodic state.
2. Equations of state. We shall consider the process of particulate formation
in a large vat of thoroughly mixed supersaturated solution. Let R be a character-
istic size (e.g., the radius) of a given particle, and let n(R, z) be the number of
particles of size R per unit volume of solution at time z. (The assumption of a
thoroughly mixed solution implies that all quantities will have no spatial de-
pendence. We shall point out further implications of this and other assumptions
later.)
Using an Eulerian coordinate description, we have
(2.1) n(R, z)dR [B(R, ,) D(R, z)] dR In(R, z)G] dS,
v v S
where B(R, r,) and D(R, z) represent the birth and death rates per unit volume,
respectively, of particles of size R at time , V is some arbitrary region of R-space
with surface S, and the subscript N denotes the normal component of flux across
the boundary. Using the divergence theorem, we conclude in the usual manner
that (2.1) implies
cn(2.2)
c3z
-
V (Gn) B + D O.
The term G(R, n) represents the rate of growth of a particle of size R. An empirical
observation known as McCabe’s law states that the growth rate G is independent
of size, so that c3G/c3R 0. Thus, (2.2) becomes
(2.3) n c3n
c3z + G-o--R- B + D =O.
We make the usual assumption [1] that the growth rate G is inversely pro-
portional to the amount of particulate surface area; that is,
kl(2.4) G(n) o R2n(R, z) dR
Furthermore, we exclude the possibility that particles of nonzero size are spon-
taneously produced. (This implies, for example, that particle breakage is excluded.)
Then,
(2.5) B(R, z) 0 for R 4: 0.
The simplest death rate D(R, "c) corresponds to removing particles indiscriminately
from the container (i.e., mixed product removal). We assume that we have this
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mixed product removal in the form
(2.6) D(R, z) k2n(R, "c).
Upon substituting (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) into (2.3), we obtain
(2.7) On kl c3n
c3z + R2n(R, "c) dR c3-- + k2n O.
This is known as the crystallization equation.
We now need appropriate initial and boundary conditions for (2.7). It is
generally assumed that
k3(2.8) n(O, z) q R2n(R, ) dR)P, p > O.
That is, the number of particles of zero size (nucleation) is inversely proportional
to the total surface area of particles. Hence, the less surface area available for
particle growth, the larger will be the number of particles forming at zero size.
Our formulation is completed with the specification of a given initial distribution;
that is,
(2.9) n(R, O) F(R).
We must solve (2.7) subject to the conditions (2.8) and (2.9).
The problem (2.7)-(2.9) is one of the simplest in the theory of particulate
formation. The more difficult problems arise from eliminating some of our
simplifying assumptions. For example, R itself may be an n-dimensional vector,
the components ofwhich could be particle size, particle age, chemical composition,
energy content, chemical activity, etc. Thus, R is a measure of the state of the
particle. Furthermore, in most actual industrial situations one tries to remove
only particles within a given size range; this implies a death rate D(R, "c) consider-
ably more complex than that given by (2.6). Finally, we have ignored variations
in the concentration of the solute. We shall not treat any of these added com-
plexities here.
It will be convenient to introduce the following dimensionless variables:
k2r, x R 2k3
’) n(R, z).
Equations (2.7)-(2.9) then become
c3y 1 c3y
y=0,
,t (t)
1(2.12) y(O, t)
,/,(t)’
x>O, t>O,
(2.13) y(x, O)= f(x), x >= O,
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where
(2.14) b(t) x2y(x, t)dx,
and f(x) represents arbitrarily prescribed initial data. We shall now analyze the
system (2.11)-(2.14) involving the nonlinear integro-differential equation (2.11).
Our interest will be primarily in oscillatory solutions for the distribution y(x, t).
3. The moment equations. We shall see that the mechanism governing
temporally periodic solutions of (2.11)-(2.14) is essentially the following: For
small values of the parameter p, a stable steady state solution exists. As p is
increased, this steady state loses its stability at some critical (or bifurcation) value
p p*, and a stable periodic solution is set up. We shall establish this formally
by asymptotic methods in p p* for 0 < i << 1.
By definition the kth moment mk(t) of the distribution y(x, t) is given by
(3.1) mk(t . xky(x, t) dx.
Hence, the 05(0 in our problem (2.11)-(2.14) is the second moment of y(x, t). We
shall see that we can obtain a closed system of nonlinear ordinary differential
equations for the first three moments mk(t), k-- 1, 2, 3. These will be solved
asymptotically in 6. Thus, for small 6, tk(t) will be known, and (2.11)-(2.14) will
reduce to a problem in linear first order partial differential equations with variable
coefficients. We proceed now to implement these ideas.
Multiply (2.11) by xk, integrate with respect to x from 0 to , and assume
that y(x, t) 0 as x --. oe, to obtain
(3.2) dmk ink--m =0, k=l,2,....dt m2
Furthermore, integration of (2.11) with respect to x from 0 to oe yields
(3.3) dmo -t- mo 0.dt m2 +
Note that the equations for mo, m and m2 form a closed system of three nonlinear
ordinary differential equations. We now confine our attention to this system; that
is, we study
(3.4) dmo + mo =0,dt m+
(3.5) dmx m+ m 0,dt mz
(3.6) dm2 mlq-m2 =0.dt m2
It is easy to show that the unique steady (i.e., c/?t 0) state solution of
(2.11)-(2.14) is y(x) e -x. To analyze the stability of this steady state, note that
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for y(x) e we have mk for k 1, 2, 3. Thus, the steady state corresponds
to the critical point (ml, mE, m3) (1, 1,1) of the system (3.4)-(3.6). Upon linear-
izing (3.4)-(3.6) about this critical point, we find that the linearized system pos-
sesses only exponentially decaying solutions for p < 20 and exponentially growing
solutions for p > 20. (For p 20 the pair of complex eigenvalues have zero real
part.) Therefore, the steady state is stable for p < 20 and unstable for p > 20, and
the value p p* 20 is the critical (or bifurcation) value at which we shall look
for the appearance of time-dependent oscillatory solutions.
4. Periodic solutions of the moment equations. The linearized stability analysis
of 3 implies that for p > p* 20 perturbations from the steady state will
initially grow exponentially in time. This (linearized) exponentially growing
function cannot represent the solution for very long because clearly the nonlinear
terms must then become important. If, in fact, this exponentially growing function
tends to a stable oscillatory solution, as we suspect, then growth on another time
scale must come into play so that in some sense the perturbation from the un-
stable steady state should exhibit a more or less typical multi-time scale rep-
resentation; namely, we expect a representation of the form mk(t Ak(Z)Pk(t*),
k 1, 2, 3, where Pk(t*) represents a periodic oscillation on a so-called "fast time"
t* and Ak(Z) represents "slow time" modulation which perhaps approaches a con-
stant value as
-
o. We shall now apply a multi-time scale (or "two-timing")
perturbation technique in this way. Our method will produce a representation of
the solution which is easily interpretable physically and from which the stability
of tl’te solution is immediately resolved without recourse to further analysis.
Change of stability and the time evolution of the solution in somewhat different
problems have been studied in this way by D. S. Cohen [2] and B. J. Matkowsky
[3].
We shall now investigate the bifurcation of periodic solutions in the system
dX(4.1) dt
where
PX + e,2AX + g(X),
(4.2)
x 0 fl 0
X- ;, P-- 0,0o
gx(x,Y,Z)
g(X) g2(x, y, z)
g3(X, y, Z)
(The transformations which reduce the system (3.4)-(3.6) to the form (4.1) will be
explicitly demonstrated in 5.) Here 0 < e. << 1,/3 and # are constants, A (aij)
is a constant matrix, and the nonlinear functions gi(x, y, z), i= 1, 2, 3, contain
no linear terms in x, y or z near (x, y, z) (0, 0, 0); that is,
(4.3) gi(O, O, O) gix(O, O, O) giy(O, O, O) giz(O, O, O) O, 1,2, 3.
The only necessary tool we shall need in carrying out the two-timing formalism
is an elementary fact which we shall state in the form ofan easily referenced lemma.
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LEMMA. The general solution of
du
dt
sint/ ncost,
dv
dt u p sin + q cos
u(t)=Asint+Bcost+ 2 tsint+
+ p
tcost+ sint2 2
V(t)= -Acost+Bsint+ _n+p tsint- tcost+ sint.2 2 2
Thus, in order to suppress secular terms (i.e., in order to have solutions bounded
for all >= O) it is sufficient to require m q 0 and n + p O.
Now, we assume that
(4.4) X X(t*,Z) gXl(t* ,z) / g2X2(t* ,’c) / "’’,
(4.5) y y(t*, z) eYl(t*, Z) + /32y2(t* Z) + ’’’,
(4.6) Z z(t*, Z)-- /3Zl(t* Z) / /32Z2(t* Z) / "’’,
or equivalently,
(4.7) X X(t*, z) /3"X,(t*, ), where X,
n=l
X
Yn
Z
and where the "slow time" r and the "fast time" t* are defined by
(4.8)
(4.9) t* (1 + /3601 / /32602 /
We shall now require that the co and the other unknowns which will occur shall
be chosen according to the principle that we suppress secular terms in such a way
that we generate a self-consistent procedure for determining bounded functions
Xi(t*, ) with modulation only on the slow time scale. We shall now carry out
this procedure.
With the definitions (4.8) and (4.9), we find that d/dt (1 //309, +/32092
+ ...)(O/ct*) +/32(c’/c3). Thus, upon substituting (4.4)-(4.9) into (4.1) and equating
coefficients of like powers of/3, we obtain
(4.10) c3X PX,
c3t*
(4.11) X2
c3t* PX2 --09,- / G(X,),
c3X3 PX3 AX1(4.12) c3t*
X (X2
o92 o9
-
+ F X
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where G(X1) and F(X 1, X2) represent higher order terms for which the precise
formulas will be given later in equations (4.14) and (4.19), (4.20). The solution of
(4.10) is
xl(t*, z) A(z)sin fit* + BOO cos fit*,
(4.13) yl(t*, z) A(z) cos fit* B(z) sin fit*,
z(t*, z) C(z) e -"*,
where the unknowns A(r), B(r) and C(r) will be determined at a later stage of the
perturbation procedure. Using’(4.13), we find that
G(X) Ae + B2),ixx(O) + giyy(O)]
+ [(Ae Be) (g,rr(O) g,,x(0)) + ABg,,r(O)] cos 2fit*(4.14)
+ (Az BZ)gir(0) + 1/2AB(g,(O)- grr(0))] sin 2fit*
+ (terms involving e-Ut* as a factor), 1,2, 3.
We shall be interested in finding only the leading term of (4.7), and thus, we do
not need to retain the exponentially decaying terms in (4.16) since these terms
can never give rise to secular terms in the calculation of A(r).and B(r). Using our
lemma to suppress secular terms in (4.11), we see immediately that we must
require that o91 0. Then, the solution of (4.11) is found to be
Xz(t* Z) a sin 2fit* + b cos 2fit* +
-2xx(0)
-
g2rr(0)](A2 + B2)(4.15)
(4.16)
(4.17)
where
+ D(z)sin fit* + E(r)cos fit* + (terms in
Yz(t*, z) c sin 2fit* + d cos 2fit* --;[glxx(O) + glrr(0)](A 2 + Bz)
+ D(z) cos fit* E(z) sin fit* + (terms in e-
e
z2(t* z) 2 + 4fl2
f
sin 2fit* + //2 + 4fl2 COS 2fit*
nt- S--[g3xx(O) nt- g3rr(0)](A 2 + B2) + (terms in
+ AB(2g2,,(O) + 1/2g,xx(O)-
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(4.18) d
-fl[1/4(A 2 BE)(gxyy(O)- gxxx(O)- 4g2xy(0))
+ AB(gxxy(O)- gz,x(0) + g2yy(O))],
e (A2 B2)(#g3xy(O)+ flg3y(0)- flg3xx(0))
+ 1/2AS(#gaxx(O)-/g3y(0) + 4flg3,(0)),
f A2 B2)(/g3y(0)- #g3x(0)- 4g3xy(0))
+ AB(#g3x(O)- flg3xx(O)+ flg3(0)),
and where D(z) and E(z) must be determined at a later stage. Upon substituting
(4.13)--(4.18) into (4.12), we find, after a considerable amount of algebraic and
trigonometric manipulation, that the first two equations of (4.12) become
(X3 flY3 Ia A a 2B dAct* --z + 2flB + A(A2 + B2)(Lx + Px)
(4.19)
ct*
(4.20)
+ B(A2 + B2)(M1- Q1)] sin fit*
dB
o2flA + A(A2 + B2)(Q1+ alxB + axzA dr
+ B(A2 + B2)(Lx + P1)J COS fit*
+ (terms in e- ut* and higher harmonics),
a2A a22B +
-r + c2A + A(A + B2)(L2 + P)
+ B(A + B2)(M2- Q)]sin t*
dA
M2+ a21B + a22A
-
+ og2flB + A(A2 + B2)(Q2
+ B(A2 + BZ)(L2 + P2)] cos fit*
+ (terms in e-* and higher harmonics),
M1)
where, for 1, 2,
L, g,xx(O) g2,,(0) + gzxx(0) + glxy(O)
+ ]-giy,(O)[g2y,(O)- g2xx(0) +
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M
41agiyz(O)[g3xx(O) + g3yy(0)] + 2(/2 + 4fl2)girz(O)
t.tg3xx(O)- /tg3,y(0 + flg3xy(O)
Pi -[gixxx(O) + gixyy(O)],
Q
-.(o) +
Now, the application of our lemma to the system (4.19), (4.20) implies that to
suppress secular terms we must require that
dA
2 (a + a22)A + (a2 a2)B + 22flB
(4.2)
+ A(Az + B2)(L + P + Q2 M2)
+ B(A + B)(L: + e: + M- Q,),
2dB=(a
-a)A+(a +a2z)B-2flAdv 12
(4.22)
A(A + B:)(L + e: Q, + M)
+ B(A2 + B2)(L + Pa M2 + Qe).
The periodic nature of the solutions of x(t*, r) and y(t*, r)can now be established
by employing a device due to J. D. Cole [4]. Multiply (4.21) by A and (4.22) by B,
and then add the equations to obtain
(4.23) dR aR R2dr
where
(4.24) R A2 + B2, all + a22
The solution of (4.23) is easily found to be
/--M2
(4.25) R(r)
7 +ke-’
where k is a constant. Thus, when a > 0 (and 7 > 0), equations (4.13) and (4.25)
show that the solution X(t*, r) approaches a limit cycle in the x 1, y 1-plane of
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amplitude
a + a2z
M2 Q2 P1 L1
On the other hand, if < 0 (and 7 > 0), the oscillatory solution decays to zero
as r m. (The solution with ?, < 0 is not of interest here.)
Our procedures have been entirely formal. A mathematically rigorous
justification of these results is possible, however. Such a justification of this two-
timing result is the content of the paper of J. P. Keener [5].
5. Periodic solutions of the crystallization equations. As stated in 3 for
p < p* 20, there exists a unique, stable, steady state solution of (2.11)-(2.14),
and presumably for p < 20 for all initial data (2.13) the solution of the time-
dependent problem (2.11)-(2.14) approaches this steady state solution as
We shall now show that for p slightly greater than p* 20 the solutions of (2.11)-
(2.14), for arbitrary initial data, approach a limit cycle as ---,
Suppose, first, that b(t) is a known positive function. Then, equations (2.11)-
(2.13) reduce to a simple problem in linear first order partial differential equations
which we can solve by using the method of characteristics. We find that
(5.1)
f(x) e-’ if x > fl dt
y(x t)=
t dt-(t-to)[qS(to)]v e where x -,
Note that since (by assumption at this stage) 4(t)> 0, the characteristics are
monotone and nonintersecting. Furthermore, if b(t) is periodic with period T,
then for any fixed x (with x < j’ dt/c])(t)) we have
e- t to) .t dt
y(x, t) 4(t0)], x j, 4,(0
e -"-r-t’o+r)
’
dt f’+r dt[qS(to + T)]p, x= 4’(0
.,,o+
"
4’(0
e- (t + T-t)
[4,(t):l"
+ T dt
ok(t)’
y(x,t+ T).
Thus, for sufficiently large (i.e., x < j’ tit the solution, for fixed x, is
periodic in with period T. Furthermore, if, as --+ oo, b(t) approaches a periodic
function of period T, then the solution y(x, t) also approaches a periodic function
of period T as oo for fixed x.
We shall now show that b(t) is, in fact, a known positive function which
does approach a periodic function as t--+ m. Furthermore, the virtue of our
two-timing method yields (for sufficiently small ) the entire time history of qS(t)
and its manner of approach to a limit cycle. Thus, we can obtain the same time
evolution for y(x, t).
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Once again consider the moment equations (3.4)-(3.6), and recall that
(t) m2(t).Let p 20 + lleZ, andletmo + u,m 1 + vandm2 1 + w.
Then, (3.4)-(3.6) become
du(5.2) dt -u + (1 + w)21+ 11e2 1,
dv l+u(5.3) dt v
-
+ w
dw +v 1o(5.4) dt -w
-
+ w
To put this system into the form considered in 4, expand the right-hand sides
of (5.2)-(5.4) in a Taylor series about (u, v, w) (0, 0, 0) and retain terms up to and
including third order to obtain
(5.5) dudt -u- (21 + ll2)w + 231w2- 1771w3,
(5.6) du b/ U W
-"
W2 b/W
"-
UW2 W3,
dt
(5.7) dw v 2w + W2 UW -[- UW2 W3dt
Now, make the transformation
u
-6xf -3x/ 7 x x
Vw 2x// 2w/ -2 yz =- T yzo ,fi
so that
x 4x/-lOx/ 8x/l u u3x// 9x// 39x/]. T_
z 6 -18 54 ]
Under this transformation, the equations (5.5)-(5.7) become
d
x 0 fl(l+1/2e2) 1/2e21[x
0 # \ z
gl(x, y, z)
g2(x, y, z)
g3(x, y, z)
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where fl x/, # -4 and
gl(x y, z) 162x/ .z11 Y 151X/yz 70z211 x/ xY
xz + 2xy2 + 356633y3
g(x, y, z) 116x//y2 22111 -i-yz 105z2 + 2x// xy22
1772y3+ x/xz-2/xY2+ 11
243x/ 138 ,2g3(x, y, Z) -----y2 -t- 1--i---yz + --(--z
Therefore, (5.8) is precisely of the form of (4.1), and we may now apply all our
results of 4. For the system (5.8) we find that
3137 25163 1329
L1 132’ M2 132’ P1-, Q2 11
so that
501
7=Mz- Qz-Pa- La
=-i-i- >0"
Hence, we conclude that the system (5.2)-(5.4) possesses oscillatory solutions
(limit cycles) and that all (sufficiently small) initial conditions lead to solutions
which approach this limit cycle as oe. Thus, in particular, w(t) is known,
which implies that b(t) rnz(t + w(t) is known, which implies that (2.11)-
(2.14) can be analyzed as a linear first order partial differential equation as we
did in the first part of this section.
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